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Abstract
Tensegrity robots, which are prototypical examples of hybrid soft-rigid robots, exhibit dynamical properties that provide
ruggedness and adaptability. They also bring about, however, major challenges for locomotion control. Due to high
dimensionality and the complex evolution of contact states, data-driven approaches are appropriate for producing viable
feedback policies for tensegrities. Guided Policy Search (GPS), a sample-efficient hybrid framework for optimization
and reinforcement learning, has previously been applied to generate periodic, axis-constrained locomotion by an
icosahedral tensegrity on flat ground. Varying environments and tasks, however, create a need for more adaptive
and general locomotion control that actively utilizes an expanded space of robot states. This implies significantly higher
needs in terms of sample data and setup effort. This work mitigates such requirements by proposing a new GPSbased reinforcement learning pipeline, which exploits the vehicle’s high degree of symmetry and appropriately learns
contextual behaviors that are sustainable without periodicity. Newly achieved capabilities include axially-unconstrained
rolling, rough terrain traversal, and rough incline ascent. These tasks are evaluated for a small variety of key model
parameters in simulation and tested on the NASA hardware prototype, SUPERball. Results confirm the utility of
symmetry exploitation and the adaptability of the vehicle. They also shed light on numerous strengths and limitations
of the GPS framework for policy design and transfer to real hybrid soft-rigid robots.
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Introduction

As modern robotic applications target increasingly unstructured environments and variable objectives, the systems
deployed must be made more adaptive and robust in order
to succeed. Soft robots meet these needs by providing many
degrees of freedom in combination with significant structural
compliance. These traits can be induced either by utilizing
soft materials or through the extensive use of elastic joints
between hard components (Lipson 2014), as in the case of
tensegrity robotics.
Tensegrity structures suspend isolated rigid elements
within a network of nonrigid elements, which are kept
in pure tension to maintain structural integrity. Due
to the lack of rigid joints, forcing upon the structure
causes compliant reconfiguration that distributes stress
throughout the network. Because this scheme avoids
localized accumulation of stress at failure points, such
structures can withstand large forces in proportion to
their own weight. Given an ability to actuate the
lengths of individual elements—most commonly the tensile
members—tensegrities can furthermore be made to control
their own shapes. This combination of passive compliance
and active deformation provides the beneficial robustness
and adaptiveness of soft robotics.
A wide variety of architectures have been considered
for mobile tensegrity robots, with the number of rigid
bars ranging from as few as 3 in a simple prism (Paul
et al. 2006) to dozens within a spine (Mirletz et al.
2015) or quadruped (Hustig-Schultz et al. 2016). The most
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Figure 1. Left: hardware prototype of SUPERball version 2
(SBv2) at NASA Ames. Right: Simulation of SBv2 adaptively
locomoting across rough terrain.

extensively studied arrangement is the 6-bar icosahedron,
which is close enough to spherical in shape to enable
locomotion that resembles a rolling ball. In combination
with the favorable traits of tensegrities in general, this
scheme strikes a balance between versatility and simplicity
that lends it merit as a platform for mobility on the
unstructured surface environments of other planets or moons.
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Additional logistical benefits include low manufacturing
cost, the ability to pack efficiently into a small volume of
a rocket payload, and the potential to dissipate large forces
during landing. Consequently, NASA Ames Research Center
has developed a series of hardware prototypes of self-landing
6-bar tensegrity rovers (Caluwaerts et al. 2014; Sabelhaus
et al. 2015). The most recent of these, SUPERball version 2
or SBv2, is shown in Fig. 1 (Vespignani et al. 2018b).

1.1

Tensegrity Locomotion

The system complexities that give mobile tensegrities
appealing properties also bring about deep challenges in
terms of control and motion planning. These systems have
many degrees of freedom and are subject to subtle energetic
effects through elasticity and static instability. Furthermore,
during locomotion, numerous diverse contact modes are
experienced in rapid succession. Such factors prevent a
straightforward process for deriving a high-quality control
policy directly from a system model.
The most basic approach for producing planar locomotion
is hand-tuning of control inputs to one or two actuators, while
the rest remain in neutral configuration (Hirai and Imuta
2012; Sabelhaus et al. 2015). This can also be applied to
more challenging tasks such as incline ascent (Chen et al.
2017) but cannot be expected to generalize broadly or to
leverage the full capabilities of the vehicle.
Simplified models that reason about static stability only,
ignoring dynamics and environmental perturbations, can be
used to discover open-loop locomotion policies that utilize
large numbers of actuators. This may be accomplished
by Monte Carlo search of the input space to a nondifferentiable model that accounts for elasticity (Kim et al.
2015), or via gradient descent in a further simplified but
differentiable model (Littlefield et al. 2017). With offline
precomputation of a large number of circumstances, similar
geometric reasoning can be leveraged online for quasi-static
locomotion on terrain (Zhao et al. 2017); however, this
approach requires position and contact information that may
not be reliably available onboard.
Alternatively, higher fidelity dynamics can be accounted
for via data-driven approaches to control policy design.
Open-loop periodic locomotion has been generated for
the 3-bar using an evolutionary algorithm (Paul et al.
2006) and for the 6-bar using central pattern generators
and Bayesian optimization (Rennie and Bekris 2018).
Using similar combinations of few-parameter oscillatorbased architectures with various search and learning
methods, periodic locomotion with tension feedback has
been achieved on the spine (Mirletz et al. 2015) and the
6-bar (Caluwaerts et al. 2013). Evolutionary methods have
also been applied to produce smooth rolling of the 6-bar
in discrete choices of directions on hilly terrain, provided
with contact information (Iscen et al. 2014). Supervised
deep learning has been used to train a contextual policy
for directed rolling on flat ground, when provided with
an extensive training set generated by model predictive
control (Cera and Agogino 2018).
Another recent strategy is the hybrid deep reinforcement
learning method of Guided Policy Search (GPS), which
seeks to provide improved sample efficiency without an
apriori dynamics model (Levine and Abbeel 2014). This
Prepared using sagej.cls

technique has recently been applied to produce a policy for
fixed-axis rolling of SUPERball version 1 on flat ground,
with successful execution on hardware (Zhang et al. 2017).
A similar result has also been achieved in simulation for a
fully actuated 6-bar on mild terrain (Luo et al. 2018).

1.2

Outline and Contributions

This investigation seeks to expand the capability of tensegrity
locomotion controllers to adapt to diverse contexts in terms
of the environment and objective. A primary implication is
that the policy must actively utilize broad regions of the
vehicle’s state space during sustained nonperiodic behavior.
This stands in contrast to previous results on flat or nearly
flat ground that appear to closely track a periodic motion, i.e.
a 1D manifold of the control space.
In part, this investigation has been prompted by
the exceptional deformational capabilities of the newest
prototype of SUPERball (Vespignani et al. 2018b).
Alternately, an exploration of the possibilities of more highly
dynamic motion is also desired. This could come about
via either an increase in hardware actuation speed or a
decrease in gravitational acceleration, as is characteristic
of many target environments for deployment. This more
energetic motion could also shed light on the extensibility
or limitations of current algorithmic approaches.
In Sec. 2, broader context will be provided for the study of
orientation-free mobile platforms and the control of adaptive
systems with high dimensionality and compliance. Details
of the structure and locomotive possibilities of SUPERball
version 2 are then described in Sec. 3, while noting
differences with previous 6-bar platforms. The remainder of
the paper is next outlined in terms of research contributions.
Contribution 1: comprehensive symmetry reduction.
This contribution, which was shown in preliminary form
at a conference venue (Surovik and Bekris 2018), targets
a drastic reduction in the data requirements for producing
an effective policy. While some prior works exploited the
interchangeability of structural element IDs (Iscen et al.
2014; Vespignani et al. 2018a), the symmetry reduction
presented here in Sec. 4 additionally handles framedependent quantities such as node positions and bar angular
velocities. Consequentially, it can be leveraged during
GPS when fitting surrogate models and when computing
contextual feedback, such as for fine-grained steering.
Contribution 2: altering GPS for sustained nonperiodic
behaviors. Past applications of GPS focused upon either
transient manipulation or periodic locomotion and utilized
restrictive setups that ensured an apriori decomposition
of sample data into local regions. Sec. 5 first describes
the original GPS pipeline before introducing changes
that eliminate such setup requirements, which would be
prohibitive to implement for broadly adaptive and contextual
policies. These changes are facilitated by the symmetry
reduction technique. Relative to an early conference version
of this work (Surovik et al. 2018), the scheme has been
streamlined and is presented in much greater detail.
Contribution 3: demonstration on multiple tasks
and setups. The modified GPS implementation, termed
GPS-SyNC, is applied to generate adaptive motion under
a small variety of system parameters and environments
detailed in Sec. 6. These test cases alter both the capability
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of the vehicle and the challenge of the environment, ranging
from flat ground to a rough 25-degree incline. Sec. 7
provides analyses of performance and adaptive behavioral
characteristics. Preliminary deployment on hardware is
detailed in Sec. 8, including challenges faced in transferring
a policy developed in simulation. All of these aspects
are vastly extended relative to the preceding conference
article (Surovik et al. 2018).
Finally, discussion in Sec. 9 considers the nature of
the successes and limitations, which may inform related
controller design efforts in soft robotics and other highdimensional adaptive systems.

2
2.1

Related Work
Orientation-Free Vehicles

Spherical robots and rolling locomotion have been studied
as an orientation-free paradigm for mobility. Some efforts
considered a rigid sphere on a flat plane, with rotation
induced via internal reaction wheels (Bhattacharya and
Agrawal 2000). Another scheme using internal mass
displacement and data-driven controller design achieved
rolling on smooth hills in simulation (Der et al. 2006). Early
work in self-deforming round robots utilized radial actuators
to pull on a circular or spherical shell (Sugiyama et al. 2005).
Notable recent self-deforming prototypes include a
vehicle composed of 3 perpendicular, rigidly articulated
loops, retaining 6 degrees of freedom for shape control (Wei
et al. 2019). Another platform features 32 radially-oriented
telescopic legs for highly expressive command over its
contact interface (Nozaki et al. 2018). While these designs
have only seen preliminary trials using model-based control
on level ground, they hold the potential to adapt their contact
interfaces effectively on irregular terrain; however, they lack
the advantageous property of compliance.

2.2

Compliance and Tensegrities

Physical compliance helps to reconcile the usage of adaptive
configurations with the influence of dynamic properties. This
has been extensively leveraged in the field of legged robots
for benefits such as speed and energy efficiency (Zhou and
Bi 2012). Furthermore, robots that employ soft materials or
large numbers of compliant linkages exhibit a heightened
potential for adaptiveness and can unlock novel modes of
locomotion (Calisti et al. 2017). Examples range from legged
vehicles that squeeze through confined spaces (Jayaram and
Full 2016), caterpillars that can both crawl and roll (Lin et al.
2011), deforming-wheel vehicles (Lee et al. 2013) and batlike fliers with high maneuverability (Ramezani et al. 2017).
Through a phenomenon known as morphological computation, the passive dynamics induced by compliance can
greatly benefit the formulation of control solutions (Hauser
et al. 2011). This principle, which can be considered as
physical reservoir computing on a mechanical system, has
been recognized as another benefit of tensegrity morphologies (Rieffel et al. 2009; Caluwaerts et al. 2013; Fujita et al.
2018), which achieve a high degree of compliance via many
elastic linkages. Along with the corresponding ruggedness,
this trait provides significant advantages to the icosahedral
Prepared using sagej.cls
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6-bar tensegrity as an adaptive and orientation-free mobile
platform.
Alternate forms of orientation-free tensegrities include
those with curved bars (Kaufhold et al. 2017) or larger
numbers of straight bars (Kim et al. 2017). Another NASA
concept considers the integration of an 18-bar rover with a
deformable heatshield to aid control during descent through
the atmosphere of Venus (Schroeder et al. 2018). Other
actuation paradigms include active displacement of masses
attached to the bars (Kaufhold et al. 2017) or of a suspended
central payload (Caluwaerts et al. 2014). Propulsive payloads
such as thrusters (Kim et al. 2016) or propellers (Mintchev
et al. 2018) have been considered as well. Motion can also
be induced by vibrating different rigid elements at different
frequencies (Rieffel and Mouret 2018).

2.3

Controlling Adaptive Systems

For certain manipulation tasks, compliant and soft-bodied
systems can be successfully controlled by tailoring modelbased approaches (Best et al. 2016; Santina et al.
2018) or even by relying entirely on morphological
computation (Deimel and Brock 2015). Many soft or
highly articulated locomotors are amenable to simple control
schemes using hand-tuned or learned open-loop input at low
dimension, with high-dimensional effects ensured by passive
dynamics or imposed couplings (Shepherd et al. 2011; Onal
and Rus 2013; Ijspeert 2008). Relatedly, soft locomotion can
even be optimized by first specifying the coupled control
scheme and subsequently evolving the morphology of the
robot (Cheney et al. 2013).
Adaptation to the most challenging contextual variations,
however, may require control policies with high-dimensional
output, which becomes possible with large-scale data-driven
methods such as reinforcement learning. Such capabilities
are only recently emerging for adaptation to object shapes
in dextrous manipulation (Rajeswaran et al. 2018), to terrain
variation in 2D locomotion (Peng et al. 2016), and to selfreconfiguration in 3D locomotion (Christensen et al. 2013).
The explosion of sample complexity that occurs in
step with broader contexts and capabilities calls for
development of various strategies for its reduction.
Possibilities include the evaluation of an experienced
sample trajectory with a different objective than was
considered at runtime (Andrychowicz et al. 2017) and
deliberation about the retainment and replay of various such
experiences (De Bruin et al. 2018). Other approaches may
seek a reduction of the problem description, such as the
learning of a lower-dimensional model (Zhang et al. 2018).

3

System

This section and the next will introduce notation describing
the system and control problem. Table 1 summarizes values
that are referenced extensively in the remainder of the paper.

3.1

Structure and Properties

SUPERball version 2, denoted SBv2 and pictured in Fig. 1,
is a large-scale 6-bar icosahedral tensegrity with bar length
b = 1.94m. These compressive elements are isolated from
each other within a network of 24 elastic cables. The “nodes”
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x, y
u
φ
π, θ
cx , cy
b
∆, Λ
µ
v̂, ν
H, j

state and observation vectors
control input (targeted rest lengths of cables)
nonlinear system dynamics model
nonlinear control policy and its parameters
contextual params of environment and objective
length of compressive bars (constant)
“closed” and “open” triangular facet types
ID of bottom triangle (unique facet below CoM)
CoM movement direction as vector or angle
symmetry remapping operator and its index

Table 1. Key notation used broadly throughout the paper.

at which the cables and bars are connected contain motorized
spools to independently control each cable’s rest length,
which differs from its actual length due to stretching.
Although many aspects of construction differ from
version 1 of the prototype (SBv1), the most significant
considerations for control design are the changes to
the tensile elements. The elasticity of these cables is
substantially increased in service of the goal of withstanding
large impacts during landing. More fundamentally, SBv1
could actuate only 12 cables, arranged in a pattern that
imposed a specific axis for rolling motion (Zhang et al.
2017). SBv2 can actuate all 24 cables, as has also been
possible for some smaller-scale 6-bar prototypes.
A significant difference relative both to SBv1 and other
past prototypes is SBv2’s very large range actuator range of
motion of [0, 1]b, which is sufficient to demonstrate packing
into a flat disk or a thin cylinder. In the current investigation,
artificial bounds of [0.25, 0.75]b is applied in order to limit
the space of explored shapes to a manageable volume.
Given that deformation effects accumulate across a set of
24 cables, possibilities are drastically increased relative to
SBv1’s range of motion of [0.35, 0.65]b.
Figure 2 gives the connectivity scheme for the physical
elements of the vehicle while also depicting conceptually
useful “virtual” elements. The edges of the convex hull
consist of all 24 tensile elements and 6 additional virtual
edges where no physical element is present. Triangular faces
of two types tile the hull. “Closed” faces are defined by
three cables and denoted with the symbol ∆. The 8 faces
of this category never share a common edge. The remaining
12 “open” faces, denoted Λ, occur in pairs that share a virtual
edge.

3.2

State and Dynamics

The vehicle state x consists of the 6-DoF rigid body state
of each bar along with the rest length of each cable. While
actual cable lengths are dependent upon the bar states, their
rest lengths differ due to stretching, which stores significant
elastic energy. The control input u is the vector of desired
cable rest lengths, where the correspondence between spool
actuation and resulting rest lengths is handled by a separate
layer of PID controllers. Sensor observations y (x) include
the actual cable rest lengths, available from the spool
encoders, and the angular velocities of the bars, obtained
from gyroscopes.
Noting that the above definition of x expresses the
intrinsic state of the vehicle, let cx denote the environmental
context, e.g., the contact interface. Furthermore let cy give
the objective context, which in this work will indicate the
real-valued desired direction of motion and is assumed to be
available independent of y via higher layers of autonomy.
Under a contextual feedback policy π with design parameters
θ, the discrete-time nonlinear system dynamics are then
x0 = φ (x, u; cx )

(1)

u = πθ (y (x) ; cy )

(2)

This formulation indicates that the evolution of x
varies substantially throughout the environment and is not
trivially related to x alone. Nonetheless, a relationship
must somehow be inferred through y (x) in order to
determine a control response. The contextual nature of
the policy, meanwhile, indicates that the the response
should incorporate considerations that are independent of
the environment. These subtle inferences will be addressed
through data-driven controller design, with the simulation
testbed representing φ consisting of the NASA Tensegrity
Robotics Toolkit, NTRT (Caluwaerts et al. 2014).

3.3

Orientation

A fundamental quantity for expressing the orientation of the
vehicle (which is not explicit in y) is the “bottom” triangle
of the vehicle, µ. This is the facet of the convex hull that lies
directly below the center-of-mass (CoM), regardless of the
contact states of the nodes that define that facet. Notably,
this definition is independent of the concept of a support
polygon and uniquely identifies a single triangle. The bottom
triangle will be used for defining and illustrating numerous
quantities, including those related to symmetry reduction.

γ
∆ Λ

β

β
γ

ĥ
v̂

Figure 2. Topology of a 6-bar icosahedral tensegrity shown in
3D and 2D, using a cutting section shown in gray. Solid black
lines indicate cables; dotted lines are virtual edges. ∆ type
triangles are shaded blue, Λ unshaded. In 2D, left and right gray
boundaries are identified with each other; top and bottom
boundaries are self-identified points in the center of the top and
bottom ∆’s (which appear rectangular). Bars, shown as thick
colored lines, span through the interior and appear curved in 2D.
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∆

v̂

α

α

ĥ

Λ

Figure 3. Top-down views of the two types of bottom triangle µ
along with orientation quantities and the direction of motion v̂.
The handedness of the ∆ triangle depends on the direction in
which the connected bars extend.
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(a)
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(b)

(c)

Figure 4. Patterns of mass-displacement or “rolling” based locomotion of an icosahedral tensegrity, illustrated as paths of the
center-of-mass shadow across the convex hull. Paths may wrap across the projection’s left and right boundaries or move instantly
along the top or bottom boundaries (self-identified points). (a) Step-wise motion with a small set of discrete directional options. (b)
Smooth fixed-axis motion, with gray cables inactive on SBv1. (c) Any-axis motion with a continuous set of directional options.

Figure 3 gives general illustrations for the two possible
cases of bottom triangle type. The positions of the feet are
denoted qi with i ∈ {α, β, γ}. These indices are always
ordered such that the face normal (qβ − qα ) × (qγ − qβ )
is topologically consistent between all faces (i.e., all face
normals point outward from the vehicle). On Λ faces, α is
always the node opposite from the virtual edge.
Two further useful quantities are also expressed in Fig. 3:
the center-of-mass movement unit vector v̂ and the bottom
triangle orientation unit vector ĥ. The latter quantity is
derived using the vector (qβ + qγ ) /2 − qα , shown as a
dashed arrow. For ∆ cases, ĥ lies along this vector; for Λ
cases, a 90◦ offset is applied. This manner of definition was
found to be more stable than the use of an edge normal,
as it incorporates information from all three of the bottom
triangle’s nodes. These values can also be used to define
a transformation A from the world frame into the vehicle
frame,


T
A ĥ, v̂ ĥ = [1, 0, 0]
(3)

2018). Not depicted, (Iscen et al. 2014) achieves similar
continuous motion over any sequence of alternating ∆ and
Λ faces, permitting abrupt turns.
The new rolling paradigm targeted by this work and
preliminarily presented in (Surovik et al. 2018) is illustrated
in Fig. 4(c). This smooth “any-axis” motion utilizes
unconventional transition geometries that cross edges at
arbitrary positions and angles, includes Λ → Λ transitions,
and may even cross directly over nodes. The CoM can
thus be moved in an arbitrary direction prescribed by cy ,
and its feasible paths densely cover the illustrated domain.
This corresponds to usage of a nominal 2D manifold
of the intrinsic state space, subject to perturbations and
environmental context.

Finally, it will occasionally be convenient to express v̂ as an
angle, the track ν = atan2 (v̂z , v̂x ).

1. Relabeling: Permutation of the assignment of unique
IDs to different elements of the same type. This
represents how elements may play the same role at
different times, e.g., either a biped’s “left” foot or its
“right” foot could be the “forward” foot.

3.4

Rolling Patterns

Different patterns of rolling locomotion can be illustrated
by combining the 2D topology introduced in Fig. 2 with
the definition of the bottom triangle. Curved paths in Fig. 4
represent the evolution of the point at which the downward
projection of the CoM intersects the vehicle’s convex hull.
Pattern availability relates to the precision with which the
objective context cy can be satisfied. Variability of cx , which
affects the ability to actually execute these patterns, is not
illustrated here.
Step-wise motion is depicted as a geometrically consistent
open-loop motion primitive for transitioning from any ∆
onto a neighboring Λ face and potentially continuing onto
the next ∆ face before coming to a rest. This category
encompasses many past results (Hirai and Imuta 2012; Chen
et al. 2017; Kim et al. 2015; Vespignani et al. 2018a).
The possibility of Λ → Λ transfers, colored blue, is only
considered by (Zhao et al. 2017; Littlefield et al. 2017).
Next, fixed-axis motion is shown as a smooth periodic path
that winds around the vehicle by alternating between ∆ and
Λ faces, always crossing edges at a consistent position and
angle. This motion uses feedback to reject small disturbances
in the neighborhood of a 1D manifold of the intrinsic state
space, and is achieved by (Zhang et al. 2017; Luo et al.
Prepared using sagej.cls
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Symmetry Reduction

4.1

Dynamically Invariant Remapping

The symmetry properties of a multibody system can be
exploited by combining two types of operations:

2. Frame Transformation: Expressing the associated vector quantities in a reference frame. E.g., considering
an element “tilting left” to be dynamically identical to
“tilting right” after an appropriate reflection.
The combination of these two operations can be used to
match the actual state of the system (e.g., stepping with left
foot) to a reference case (stepping with right foot) for which
an appropriate control response is known. Sensor readings of
left-side elements must be swapped with right-side ones, and
frame-dependent values (such as lateral rotation rate of an
ankle) must also be reflected on the left/right plane.
Denoting the relabeling operator as L and the frame
transformation matrix as A, the combined remapping
operation is expressed, with some abuse of notation, as H =
AL. If a robot state x consists of vector values qi , then

T
x = qT1 , qT2 , . . . , qTN
h
iT
Hx = AqTL(1) , AqTL(2) , . . . , AqTL(N )

(4)
(5)

When the state contains vector quantities associated with
numerous types of elements (e.g., feet and legs), the map
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L(i) = i0 will furthermore depend on the element type.
For simplicity, this will not be explicitly expressed in the
notation.
The crucial property that lends validity to the use of
remapping operations is invariance of the system’s intrinsic
dynamics. Following directly from the invertibility of frame
transformations and ID permutations, this is expressed as:
φ (x) = H −1 φ (Hx)

(6)

This fact simply states that the evolution of the system does
not fundamentally depend on the choices of the frame or
labels.
With j ∈ J as the relabeling index, there are #J valid
operators Hj , equal to the robot’s order of symmetry. Fig. 5
sketches the remapping of a trajectory using a constant
choice of j.

(b)

(a)

Figure 6. (a) Trajectories shown in raw observation space. (b)
Remapping operations chosen with the selection function j (x)
map all trajectories into a condensed volume.

y (x) ∈ Y

Hj(y)

y0 ∈ YR

π (y0)

φ (x, u)
−1
Hj(y)

u∈U

xn

u0 ∈ UR

x(t) ∈ X ⊂ Rn

Figure 7. Block diagram of the use of remapping operations,
governed by the selection function, to process feedback within a
reduced space and apply the output on the original system.

x0 (t) ∈ H1 X = X

x1

Figure 5. After a trajectory x(t) is remapped by Hj with a
specific choice of j = 1, it remains valid under the intrinsic
dynamics φ and maintains its fundamental characteristics.

4.2

State Volume Reduction via Remapping

Consider that the space depicted in Fig. 5 is the space in
which a symmetric robot operates. Nominally, learning an
effective policy would require experience or demonstration
data that cover the entire operational space. Selective use of
remapping, however, can decrease the required coverage by
a factor equal to the order of symmetry.
This involves the definition of a selection function j (x)
that determines which remapping operation will map a given
point onto the reduced space XR
Hj(x) x ∈ XR

∀x∈X

(7)

Vol (XR ) = Vol (X ) /#J

(8)

with equivalent consequences for the observation space Y
and its reduction YR . Figure 6 illustrates this selective
remapping for reduction of three trajectories. It is then only
necessary for the data driven process and resulting policy π
to cover the smaller regions XR and YR . Control outputs
of the policy can simply be inversely mapped via Hj−1 for
successful application on the actual state of the robot, as
depicted by Fig. 7.

#J = 24 relabeling operations Lj such that relabeling an
arbitrary deformed state results in another valid state.
As described in Sec. 4.2, a selection function j (x) is
desired such that Vol (XR ) = Vol (X ) /24. The first step in
constructing the selection function is the designation of one
particular exterior triangle of each type to serve as the bottom
triangle in the reduced space. In other words, Lj must relabel
the actual bottom triangle with ID ∆R or ΛR , depending
upon its type. Rather than uniquely determining j, however,
this rule produces a set Jµ of valid options, with cardinality
3 when µ is a ∆, and 2 when it is a Λ. This arises from the
fact that each of the 8 ∆ triangles has 3rd-order symmetry
itself (preserving handedness), while each of the 12 Λ’s has
2nd-order symmetry.

Jµ (x) = j µ (Lj x) ∈ {∆R , ΛR }
(9)
γ

∆

α

α

α

γ

γ

β

β
γ

Λ

β

α
γ

β

β

α

SUPERball State Volume Reduction

Figure 8. Different choices for relabeling the nodes of the
bottom triangle correspond to different world-frame orientations
of the relabeled system.

In its neutral configuration, where all cable lengths are
equivalent, SUPERball is a pseudo-icosahedron. This shape
exhibits 24th-order symmetry, such that there exist 24 unique
spatial transformations that map it back onto itself (Surovik
and Bekris 2018). Under general deformations, SUPERball
is no longer physically symmetric, and the transformations
do not preserve shape. They correspond, however, to

As shown in Fig. 8, these options correspond to alternate
orderings of the nodes that define the bottom triangle,
nominally defined in Fig. 3. The specific choice thus affects
the value of the heading vector ĥ that is computed from
the remapped data. Numerous definitions of the secondary
reduction rule can be considered. For example, it could

4.3
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simply be enforced that the γ node of the true triangle
maps onto the γ node of the reference triangle. The lack
of a meaningful and consistent relationship between node
orderings and system behavior, however, means that this rule
would not satisfy Eq. 8.
An amenable definition is most directly motivated by first
considering the frame in which the reduced data is to be
handled. As specified by Eq. 3, the transformation A defines
the vehicle frame such that ĥ becomes the x-axis. Noting that
the relabeling option selected from j ∈ Jµ does not affect
the world-frame value of the CoM movement direction v̂, the
minimization of the magnitude of its vehicle-frame angular
value νR can be applied as the final criterion:
j (x) = argmin|ν (Hj x) |

(10)

j∈Jµ (x)

Defining the selection function via Eqs. 9 and 10 ensures
that the desired property of Eq. 8 is satisfied. Figure 9 depicts
the resultant frame for each triangle type, with bounds on νR
of ±60◦ for ∆ faces and ±90◦ for Λ. Note that relative to
Fig. 3, the geometry of the ∆ example has undergone a pure
rotation while the Λ has undergone rotation and reflection.
Yet, the node orderings satisfy the original conventions as
they correspond to entries of Fig. 8 that were generated by
applying valid relabeling operations.

β
α

β
γ

v̂

Figure 10. CoM-relative node positions are plotted during
any-axis rolling. Color varies by bar; marker style (visible
zoomed in) distinguishes two nodes of the same bar Rows
correspond to top, side, and front views. The left column shows
raw data, while the center and right columns show remapped
data organized by bottom triangle type ∆ or Λ, respectively.

of the space. After applying remappings Hj(x) , each node
is relegated to a specific neighborhood of the frame. These
nodes can now be conceived of as playing dedicated roles in
the vehicle’s locomotion, such as “front-left foot” or “back
knee”. The corresponding reduction to the operational statespace volume will be leveraged in the following section.

5
γ

∆

v̂

Λ

α

Figure 9. Bottom triangle directional quantities expressed after
applying a remapping determined by the track-based selection
function. Forward and left directions match the frame’s basis
vectors. Green arcs indicate the possible range of the
remapped track vector.

Ultimately, the frame transformation A is simply a rotation
about the vertical followed, when appropriate, by a lateral
reflection. For the case of Λ bottom triangles, the use of
reflection is optional based upon Eq. 10. For the ∆ case,
reflection is used if and only if the handedness is opposite
that of ∆R . Not depicted, this would appear as a change in
the bar connection directions indicated by the thick beige
lines.

4.4

Illustrative Data

To demonstrate the utility of the symmetry reduction scheme,
a dataset corresponding to any-axis rolling in simulation is
visualized. Fig. 10 shows the CoM-relative node positions
before and after symmetry reduction, with a different color
for each bar. The ground plane is not illustrated as its location
relative to the CoM is variable.
Because the dataset involves the vehicle rotating about
many different axes, no meaningful structure is apparent
within the raw-frame data and all nodes visit all regions
Prepared using sagej.cls

Policy Learning


T
Using the combined state/action vectorr = xT uT
,
a trajectory τ = r0 , r1 , . . . , rT −1
is the length-T
sequence generated by φ and πθ for an initial state x0 . Let the
running cost l (r) be the performance metric for any given
time step of controlled dynamics. The term Policy Search
refers to a class of algorithms that calibrate a parameterized
control policy by searching the space of parameter values θ.
Under a dataset consisting of N trajectories of length T , this
corresponds to the objective
N −1 T −1
θ∗ = argmin Σi=0
Σt=0 l (τi (t))

5.1

(11)

Guided Policy Search

As the complexity of the control policy architecture
increases, evolutionary algorithms and other black-box
optimization approaches to discover θ∗ require burdensome
amounts of sample data. Guided Policy Search (GPS) is
a technique designed to train an artificial neural network
representation of πθ with only moderate sample complexity
yet without requiring a provided differentiable dynamics
model (Levine and Abbeel 2014). The method combines
classical linearization-based control optimization (the Cstep) with supervised learning (the S-step). A simple diagram
of the approach is shown in Fig. 11.
Key to the sample efficiency of GPS is its exploitation
of system gradient information within the C-step, which
corresponds to the gray region of Fig. 11. In the absence of
a differentiable model, gradients of φ and πθ with respect
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θprev

θ

Observations

Algorithm 1: GPS Iteration

xn
p∗3

Supervised
Learning

Sample Data
States,
Actions

LOCAL

Dynamics Fit

Improved
Actions

1
2

πθ
p∗1

3

p∗2

8

M ← FitGlobalGMM (∪i Ti ; Nmax )
foreach x0,i ∈ X0 do
m ← FitLocalModel(Ti , M )
T ∗ ← LQGBackwardPass(Ti , m, l (r))
D ← D ∪ GetObservationActionPairs(T ∗ )

9

θ ← SupervisedLearning(D; θprev )

4

x1

Optimization

D←∅
foreach x0,i ∈ X0 do
Ti ← RunSamples(x0 , θprev , N )

5
6

Figure 11. Left: the flow of data during one iteration of GPS.
Right: A depiction of GPS within state space; a single global
policy is trained to approximate a set of locally optimized
policies, producing similar closed-loop dynamical flow.

7

to the state-action r are approximated by fitting linear timevarying surrogate models f and p to the sample data:

Convergence is aided by augmenting the cost function
with a KL-divergence term, l0 (r, p) = l (r) + κdKL (p∗ ||p).
With weight κ, this penalizes the difference between the
policy p∗ , which improves the cost, and the surrogate model
p of the policy that generated the original trajectory.

x0 = f (t, r) = F (t)r + f (t)

(12)

u = p (t, x) = P (t)x + p(t)

(13)


T
, fitting a linear dynamics
Letting s = xT uT x0T
model for time step t involves first collecting the distribution
of s that occurred at sample time t. Using the mean s̄, the
T
empirical covariance Σ = (s − s̄) (s − s̄) /N is computed
and the model is obtained by solving for the matrix F
and vector f from the relations Σr,s = F Σr,r and x̄0 =
F r̄ + f , with subscripts of Σ indicating block indexing of
corresponding dimensions. A similar process is followed for
the policy model using the appropriate dimensions.
With the assumption that l (r) is analytic, it is then
possible to compute an improved local policy p∗ (t, x) via
the iterative Linear Quadratic Gaussian (iLQG) (Tassa et al.
2012) using differentiable l(t, r) and f (t, r). Applying this
policy to the original state sequence produces variationally
improved actions u∗ .
Because both φ and πθ are nonlinear, their surrogate
models have only limited local validity. Several of these
models mi = (fi , pi ) may then be necessary for improving
feedback actions for a large region of the state space.
The S-step consists of using a globally accumulated set of
observations and corresponding locally improved actions,
D = {y, u∗ }, for supervised training of the policy, i.e.,
learning θ. Fig. 11 illustrates this step as the matching of
the global policy field πθ (x) to a set of local policies p∗i that
funnel nearby states along a targeted path.
Algorithm 1 outlines the high-level procedure for one
iteration of GPS. For each x0 of a set of initial conditions
X0 , the previous policy θprev is executed N times to
generate sample trajectories τk ∈ T . The time varying local
model m is then fit and used to conduct a backward
pass, updating each u to u∗ . These are paired with
corresponding observations in the dataset D = {y, u∗ } to
supervise learning of θ.
For cases in which the gradient fit process is a data
bottleneck, an additional step is added to increase the
information utility per data point. A global Gaussian Mixture
Model (GMM) of the dynamics is fit using at most Nmax
samples to limit the exponential compute time, assigning
each sample point s a component index. Linear models are
fit for each component of the mixture and collected in the set
M . Later, this global model is used as a prior when fitting
each local model within the time-indexed set m.
Prepared using sagej.cls

5.2 Data Decomposition Considerations
The standard GPS pipeline of Alg. 1 relies upon an apriori
labeling of local regions and time indices, implying that:
1. The user should provide a set X0 of initial conditions
that will each be used numerous times.
2. The horizon T of each sample should be appropriate
for the LQG backward pass.
3. The X0 and T combination should provide sufficiently
general experiential coverage of the operational
regime for controller deployment.
These points introduce some limitations that have been
addressed to varying degrees in subsequent work.
Reset-Free Guided Policy Search (RFGPS) seeks to
remove the requirement for repeated use of specific initial
conditions (Montgomery et al. 2017). This was motivated
both to eliminate the manual effort required for precise resets
when running GPS on physical hardware, as well as for
the potential to improve generalization via stochastic X0 .
To this end, RFGPS automatically identifies time-varying
local regions via an expectation-maximization algorithm that
considers the likelihood of each trajectory belonging to each
local region. Results indicated that the method improved the
generalization of policies for manipulation tasks.
Conversely, the original application of GPS to a 6-bar
tensegrity targeted a periodic behavior, the traversal of 12
exterior faces as depicted in Fig. 4(b) (Zhang et al. 2017).
This goal corresponds to a duration much too long for
validity of a linear time-varying model, prompting a scheme
for manually decomposing the targeted operational manifold.
This was done by defining initial states on each of the 6
∆ faces of the pattern, providing the first 6 local regions,
and adding an additional local region beginning at each
corresponding set of stochastic end states. This scheme
implies an output neural net policy that differs from LQR
primarily in terms of the input, a temporally independent
observation. The same scheme was applied in (Luo et al.
2018) with a 24-actuated system and the usage of path
integrals for local surrogate modeling.

Adaptive Tensegrity Locomotion

As discussed in Sec. 3.4, any-axis tensegrity locomotion
implies the need to track a higher dimensional manifold of
the state space, and to alter the route along this manifold
based on the objective context cy . Similarly, deployment in
rough terrain corresponds to large influential variations of
the environmental context cx , meaning that a much broader
neighborhood of the manifold must be accommodated. These
factors nominally imply a drastic increase in the amount of
sample data needed and in the difficulty of constructing a set
X0 that efficiently provides good experiential coverage.

5.3 GPS For Contextual Nonperiodic Motion
A combination of simple changes to the GPS pipeline are
detailed in this section in order to provide the coverage
needed for the newly sought behavioral properties without an
excessive growth in sample requirements or setup effort. The
altered pipeline, presented in Algorithm 2, will be referred
to as GPS-SyNC to indicate the exploitation of Symmetry
and the Nonperiodic, Contextual nature of the behavior. Most
centrally, this implementation employs a global dynamics
GMM as the final set of local dynamics models.
Algorithm 2: GPS-SyNC Iteration
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

M, Dc ← ∅
T ← RunSamples(X0 , θprev )
T ← SymmetryReduction(T )
foreach ξ ∈ Ξ do
Sξ ← FilterPoints(T , ξ)
M ← M ∪ FitClassGMM(Sξ )
foreach τ̃ ∈ GetSubTrajectories(T ) do
m̃ ← PatchModelSeries(τ̃ , M )
τ̃ ∗ ← LQGBackwardPass(τ̃ , m̃, l (r))
Dc ← Dc ∪ GetObservationActionPairs(τ̃ ∗ )
Dc ← Dc ∪ SymmetryAugmentation(Dc )
θ ← SupervisedLearning(Dc ; θprev )

By relying solely upon the GMM fit, any correspondence
between the time index of a sample point and its
association with a local model is discarded. Without further
alterations, this choice would imply either diminished
model accuracy under reasonable Nmax , or excessive
computational requirements for the model fit. The symmetry
reduction of Sec. 4, incorporated on Line 3 of the algorithm,
greatly reduces the volume of the state-action operational
region that must be covered by the set of local models. Two
additional changes help further alleviate the nominal issues
of this choice.
A degree of apriori local decomposition can be achieved
by exploiting the definition of the symmetry-reduced frames,
which induces discontinuities into trajectories. Two critera
are assessed for each sampled dynamics step s: whether the
bottom triangle of x is of type ∆ or Λ, and whether or not
the frame reduction operation of x0 is the same as that of
x. These criteria are illustrated in Fig. 12 and are combined
to define four classes ξ, collected in the set Ξ. Classes that
include frame discontinuities implicitly account for frame
changes within their surrogate models. Note that this occurs
not only for a change of bottom triangle (circular empty
and filled markers in Fig. 12) but also when a change in
Prepared using sagej.cls
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velocity direction alters the remapping index selection of
Eq. 10 (square markers).

∆

Λ

∆

Λ

Figure 12. Left: A discrete trajectory crossing over both types
of triangles. Right: Fully-reduced trajectories with direction
constrained by Eq. 10 to meet the angular bounds shown in
green. Arrows representing s are colored red if they encounter
frame discontinuities, such as when the frame is changed in
order to stay within the angular bounds.

To further alleviate potential issues, a lower-dimensional
subspace is defined for the dynamics, decreasing the
dimension that the models must cover in complement to the
volume reduction. A simple linear map B : x → x̆ is applied
within FitLocalModels such that m expresses x̆ = f (t, r̆)

T
. The purpose is
and u = p (t, x̆), where r̆ = x̆T uT
to capture only the primary dynamical influences, so that
the variational relationship between the control input and
the resulting cost is coarsely but robustly approximated.
Selection of B must permit the evaluation l (x̆), i.e.,
observability of the cost. This dimesion reduction decreases
the number of sample points required per local model, and
the computational burden of the GMM fit.
Local optimization requires dynamics gradients, provided
from the set M of surrogate models, and cost gradients,
obtainable analytically for each trajectory. The backward
pass horizon Tsub is moderated by dividing each trajectory
into sub-trajectories τ̃ = τ (tstart ≤ t < tend ) in GetSubTrajectories of Alg. 2 such that tend − tstart = Tsub . This
process keeps the horizon short enough to avoid excessive
accumulation of linearization error, but long enough to
smooth out behavior across transitions. Unlike prior work,
each sampled data point is updated by a unique backward
pass with its own cost expansion, rather than one pass being
used for all points contained within a local region.
Within the S-step, the training dataset becomes Dc =
{y, u∗ ; cy } due to the contextual nature of the policy. A
final consideration addresses the fact that during deployment,
selection of the appropriate symmetry map index j
depends upon limited and noisy sensor data. This warrants
exploitation of the fact that any training point can be trivially
duplicated to an alternate frame via:
Hj 0 Hj−1 (y, u∗ ; cy )

(14)

which fills expanded bounds of the subvolume represented in
Fig. 6(b) with redundant data, rather than corresponding to
any loss of data density. One option is to duplicate all points
into all frames; however, this could require a large increase
in the size of the network and the related training effort.
Instead, it is desired to determine a limited selection of {j 0 }
per sample point to provide a smaller expansion motivated
by the most likely errors.
Recalling that the two steps of the nominal selection
j (x) depend upon µ and v̂, two duplication strategies are
defined. By using j 0 ∈ Jµ \ j, i.e., removing the criterion
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of Eq. 10, SameTri Duplication accounts for the fact that
precise detection of the footprint-relative v̂ from sensor data
is not feasible. To furthermore account for error in detection
of µ, NeighborTri Duplication applies j 0 ∈ Jµ0 where µ0 is
the triangle neighboring µ whose face center has the shortest
ground-plane distance to the CoM.

6

Objective

The running cost used for optimization within Sec. 5 is
a simple quadratic tracking error for the center-of-mass
velocity vCoM :
T

l (r̆) = (vCoM (x̆) − v ∗ ĝ) W (vCoM (x̆) − v ∗ ĝ)

(15)

with ĝ representing the intended direction of motion and
v ∗ the desired speed. The weight matrix W penalizes both
ground-plane components of velocity error equally in order
to discourage excessive lateral movement. Vertical velocity
error is de-weighted so as not to overly constrain the manner
of forward motion, especially in cases with uneven terrain.
As implied by Sec. 5.3, the cost must be observable
from the dimensionally reduced state x̆. Furthermore, since
surrogate models are fit within the symmetry-reduced frame,
the direction ĝ is transformed into that frame via Hj .
This direction corresponds to the objective context, cy =
atan2 (ĝz , ĝx ). The training cost of one iteration of GPS is
simply the running cost l averaged across all samples and
time steps, i.e., the argument minimized in the definition of
policy search in Eq. 11.
For better management of the influence of environment
and objective context during training and testing, the
direction ĝ is governed by a waypoint system. A series of
waypoints are defined with locations q∗k , such that g(k) =
q∗k − xCoM is their vehicle-relative displacement. With kgk
as the distance to the waypoint, ĝ = g/kgk and satisfaction
of the criterion kgk < b/4 is a “hit” of the waypoint, utilizing
bar length b. If the timeout duration δt∗ elapses since the
most recent waypoint hit, the current waypoint is marked
“missed”. In either case, the next waypoint k + 1 is activated.
Waypoint sequences {q∗k } are generated as random
meandering paths with distance b/2 between the centers
of neighboring waypoints. This serves as an approximate
path-following criterion in which deviation is penalized only
implicitly through l. During training, the formulation ensures
exposure to a large variety of (cx , cy ), e.g., traversing in
many directions over each of many terrain features. In
terms of testing, it demonstrates what could be achieved
in combination with a higher level planner acting to avoid
obstacles or harsher terrain than is present on the chosen
path.

6.2

Test Cases

Controller performance is evaluated on a variety of system
parameterizations listed in Table 2. A key factor in system
controllability and dynamism is the ratio of active forces
to passive ones. This is investigated by altering both the
maximum rate of cable length actuation and the acceleration
due to gravity. The Hardware case denotes the current
available physical testbed, with Earth gravity and a cable
Prepared using sagej.cls

Gravity
9.8 m/s2
9.8 m/s2
9.8 m/s2
2.0 m/s2
2.0 m/s2

Cable Rate
8 cm/s
8 cm/s
30 cm/s
8 cm/s
30 cm/s

Testbed
SBv2 Prototype
NTRT Simulator
NTRT Simulator
NTRT Simulator
NTRT Simulator

Table 2. Named system parameterizations. † used only in
training.

Setup and Preliminaries

6.1

Hardware
Normal
Fast
LowGrav
LGFast†

actuation speed of roughly 8 cm/s under tension. The
remaining variants are executed in simulation, beginning
with Normal which seeks to match the hardware parameters.
In contrast, Fast is a more quickly actuated system that
represents what might be achieved with mechanical design
parameters considered in earlier studies. Finally, LowGrav
represents current hardware deployed on a generic space
exploration destination with a gravitational value less than
that of Mars and greater than those of Earth’s Moon and
the Saturnian moon Titan. This also increases the relative
influence of elastic effects.
The baseline Flat testing environment is depicted in
Fig. 13 along with a random waypoint path. In this simple
environment, cx varies only with the vertical positioning of
the vehicle; the primary intent is to assess basic mobility
directed by cy .

Figure 13. The Flat environment, in which a basic variety of
contact states are possible. White cylinders, which do not have
collision properties, indicate a random path of waypoint regions.

Of great interest to tensegrity deployment, and in contrast
to most prior work, very rough terrain is considered in the
Rough environment of Fig. 14. Computing the maximal
slope on a per-facet basis, the mean across all facets is 44◦
with standard deviation 16◦ . Hills and troughs exist on length
scales similar to the size of SBv2, with frequent height
changes on the order of b/2 and as high as b in extreme cases.
As a result, extreme variation of cx is encountered during
policy search.
Finally, uphill locomotion is tested in the Ascent
environment, which features a substantial incline from the
set {20◦ , 25◦ , 30◦ } and significant roughness at a scale
smaller than the size of SBv2. This environment shown in
Fig. 15 using a slope of 25◦ . While the roughness imparts
some additional challenge due to irregularity, it also permits
some benefits in terms of traction. Although the physical
prototype of SBv2 features compliant “softball” elements
at the ends of its bars, which may provide good grip, the
simulation testbed of NTRT does not feature compliant
contact modeling. This causes numeric instability in contact
detection when multiple nodes are in single-point contact,
permitting slippage regardless of the friction coefficient.
Thus, ascent of smooth slopes in simulation may face undue
limitations that are not related to the policy search method.

Adaptive Tensegrity Locomotion
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Figure 14. The Rough environment, which provides a vast increase in the set of possible contact states. Left: a random waypoint
path. Right: ground-level view revealing height variations comparable to one bar length.

Figure 15. The Ascent environment, which requires large
deformations in order to achieve uphill motion based on CoM
displacement. The pictured instance utilizes a mean slope of
25◦ .

In all cases, initial conditions X0 feature randomization
of their deformation within the operational actuation bounds
as well as of their orientation and location within the
environment. For Ascent, initial locations are restricted to a
linear set at the bottom of the slope. When random waypoint
paths are used, they begin at the vehicle’s initial location.

6.3

Hyperparameters

The GPS method involves a large number of hyperparameters, including many that are not explicitly detailed in Sec. 5.
This section will briefly discuss several hyperparameter
selections which, in the interest of scope, are not extensively
analyzed within this work.
Given the alterations of GPS-SyNC, sample complexity
is primarily driven by the total count of s per iteration,
equal to N T . The Flat scenario utilizes N = 100, T =
250 while Rough uses N = 150, T = 1000. Values of
backward pass length Tsub above 5 were found to produce
good performance without much variability; Tsub = 20 was
selected. Discretization occurs at 10hz, the control frequency
that was feasible on SBv1. Total runtimes on a desktop
workstation, using parallelization of sampling operations
across 16 cores, were about 20 minutes for Flat and 3 hours
for Rough. No individual step of Alg. 2 dominated the
computational cost.
Smooth control noise with amplitude of about 0.08b was
added to sample rollouts during training in order to induce
Prepared using sagej.cls

exploration; values above 0.15b or below 0.05b degraded
performance. A random scaling between 0 and 1 was applied
to this value on a per-sample basis in order to strike a balance
of exploration and exploitation. The target speed was set
as v ∗ = 80cm/s — so long as this value was higher than
achievable by the system, varying it had little effect on the
outcome. Very low values caused poor performance of the
policy search, suggesting difficulty in discovering behaviors
that arrest forward momentum.
Observations y include the bottom triangle type along
with symmetry-reduced values of the cable lengths, bar
angular velocities, and the angular position of the next
waypoint as cy . The architecture of πθ is a fully connected
network of 4 hidden layers with 128 neurons each,
using ReLU activation functions and trained with Adam
optimization. Training with the use of SameTri Duplication
slightly improved convergence, despite the fact that the
observation regions containing the duplicated data from
Eq. 14 are not witnessed in simulation (where j is uniquely
determined). The effect could not be replicated by simply
increasing the amount of training done on non-duplicated
data alone, suggesting that the alternate views of a given
feedback example may have eased the learning of the
underlying principle.

6.4 State Dimension Selection
The state dimension reduction map B described in Sec. 5.3
was chosen from a small set of options that simply extract
a subset of state values. Each option included the vCoM to
ensure compatibility with the gradient of the cost of Eq. 15
during the backward pass. Remaining contents were drawn
from the following categories:
1. CoM-relative positions of the three nodes of µ, giving
basic static stability and contact information
2. CoM-relative positions of the lower six nodes,
increasing such information
3. CoM-relative positions of all 12 nodes, additionally
determining the vehicle shape
4. Cable rest lengths, which express tension if the shape
is known
5. Velocities of all 12 nodes
A baseline case utilizing the full state (node positions, node
velocities, and cable rest lengths) resulted in memory issues
due to excessive dimensionality.
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Figure 16 plots average sample cost versus iteration count
for several subspace definitions evaluated in the Rough
environment. When modeling the cost state alone, vCoM ,
GPS-SyNC could merely improve the initial pure-noise
policy to a motionless policy. The inclusion of node positions (corresponding to “nodes” in the graph) provided
strong performance, converging to low value indicating
effective locomotion. Additionally including their velocities
(“nodes+vels”) marginally increased cost, signaling diminishing returns in the trade off of additional dimensionality
incurred for additional information. When instead incorporating the rest lengths of the cables (“nodes+cables”)
performance dropped significantly, suggesting that tensional
effects are highly sensitive and would require much narrower
local regions.

for a tuned sampling cost of IJN T = 288, 000 total time
steps.
This already compares unfavorably to the sample
complexity IN T = 125, 000 required to produce good anyaxis rolling via GPS-SyNC. Furthermore, an increase by
a factor of 20 (the total number of triangles) would be
necessary for the standard GPS pipeline to cover all transition
cases. Such issues would only be compounded when training
for rough terrain, requiring another discretization dimension
for K types of terrain features to cover the space of
possible cx , with accompanying setup effort. These findings
motivate the modifications for nonperiodicity implemented
in GPS-SyNC, which complement the use of symmetry
reduction while more naturally and efficiently covering the
state space with long sample trajectories.

6.6

Figure 16. Average sample cost versus policy search iteration
for different choices of surrogate model subspace, averaged
over 3 experiments each.

Not shown, omitting the upper six node positions only
slightly increased the cost, highlighting the importance
of interface geometry over that of the general shape.
Furthermore, in a separate evaluation on Flat, retaining just
the bottom three node positions allowed for only moderately
degraded performance to be obtained at a low sample count.

6.5

Sample Complexity

Due to fundamental differences between periodic and
nonperiodic controllers, as well as variations between
particular implementations of 6-bar tensegrities, direct
quantitative comparison to past work is not possible. As a
coarse comparison point with prior use of GPS (Zhang et al.
2017; Luo et al. 2018), an attempt was made to produce anyaxis CoM movement on the Flat environment while omitting
symmetry reduction and using the classic decomposition
based upon consistent initial-conditions and timing as in
Algorithm 1.
Beginning at rest upon a particular ∆ triangle with a
fixed orientation, the commanded direction of motion was
discretized into J = 36 values, corresponding to the set
of local surrogate models mj . For each direction, N = 50
samples of equal length T = 16 are collected. After I = 10
GPS iterations, the controller was able to smoothly move the
CoM in commanded directions relative to the initial bottom
triangle for one or two transitions — a result of limited scope
Prepared using sagej.cls

Baseline Controller

Another appropriate comparison is the difference in behavior
achievable in the any-axis rolling paradigm relative to
the previous paradigms described in Sec. 3.4. In earlier
work (Surovik et al. 2018), an attempt to train a neural
network policy with a model-based supervisor yielded a
noteworthy result: an undertrained network produced a
constant output, i.e., πθ (·) = ū. This policy represents a
single shape that is a broad average of all shapes experienced
by the locomoting model-based controller. Embodying this
shape causes a transition between support faces, triggering
a change in the raw control u = Hj−1 ū via the selection
function j (x).
The resulting sustained motion, seen in Fig. 17, resembles
the ∆ → Λ → ∆ step-wise paradigm and has good dynamic
properties when executed continuously. As such, it will
be referred to as the QuickStep controller and used
as a strong representative of conventional non-adaptive
locomotion paradigms. Comparison will be limited to the
Flat environment as the controller fails elsewhere.

7

Simulation Results

This section first assesses the performance of the control
policies in terms of waypoint path following and smoothness
of motion. Further analyses then provide closer insights into
the adaptive nature of the policies’ behavior.

7.1

Performance on Flat Ground

Average performance metrics on Flat for various combinations of controller type, training system, and testing system
are provided in Table 3. Fig. 18 then provides typical CoM
ground-tracks for selected controllers as they attempt to
follow a path of waypoints. Video of these four trials is
available in Extension 1.
It is immediately apparent that the QuickStep controller
is insufficient for following waypoints of the selected size.
In Fig. 18(a), chatter occurs at multiple locations where the
direction of motion required for closely following the path
is not available on the controller as it does not include a
Λ → Λ option. After the waypoint times out, the updated
target direction may permit motion to proceed — potentially
crossing the missed waypoint after deviating from the path.
The GPS-SyNC controller, by contrast, is able to achieve
a much higher degree of precision. Fig. 18(b) shows
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Figure 17. A sequence of states as the QuickStep control policy locomotes SBv2 to the right on the Flat environment.

Type
QuickStep
GPS-SyNC
GPS-SyNC
QuickStep
GPS-SyNC
GPS-SyNC
GPS-SyNC
GPS-SyNC

Train Sys
Fast
Fast
Normal
Fast
Fast
LowGrav
LGFast
Fast

Test Sys
Normal
Normal
Normal
Fast
Fast
LowGrav
LowGrav
LowGrav

Hits
14.0 ± 3.4
28.7 ± 2.8
25.1 ± 3.6
21.9 ± 3.8
64.7 ± 5.2
18.8 ± 3.8
19.8 ± 3.5
21.1 ± 2.7

Misses
5.5 ± 1.5
0.5 ± 0.7
1.8 ± 1.2
4.8 ± 1.1
0.1 ± 0.8
2.6 ± 1.8
2.1 ± 1.4
1.1 ± 1.2

Forward Speed
14.4 ± 18.0
23.8 ± 17.6
21.0 ± 18.9
20.2 ± 38.6
53.1 ± 25.8
16.9 ± 14.1
17.5 ± 14.8
18.1 ± 14.2

Lateral Speed
0 ± 25.3
0 ± 20.1
0 ± 24.0
0 ± 51.6
0 ± 20.4
0 ± 18.1
0 ± 18.3
0 ± 16.2

Λ→Λ
0.0%
4.1%
0.0%
0.0%
7.0%
6.3%
7.6%
11.4%

Fig. 18

(b)
(a)
(c)
(d)

Table 3. Performance in Flat environment averaged over 64 trials of 100s duration, with 1σ uncertainty. Speeds are given in cm/s.
By enabling any-axis motion (Fig. 4(c)) via use of GPS-SyNC, higher speed and waypoint counts are achievable than with smooth
step-wise motion (Fig. 4(a) and (b) combined within QuickStep). Actuation speed and gravity strength both correlate with
locomotion speed. Performance is slightly increased when the training system is more capable than the testing system.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Λ transfers, as reported in Table 3. The added versatility in
choosing how to cross the same edge options is sufficient for
a substantial performance improvement. Performance on the
Fast system shows a smooth and precise path that is traced
quickly. Meanwhile, a controller trained on Fast was the best
performer on Normal, likely due to the fact that Λ → Λ
was discovered. In addition to the benefits of a faster rate
of exploration, this may imply that the momentum attainable
by Fast effectively inflated the set of commands that achieve
such transitions; after improving such behaviors, they may
be robust enough to succeed even with reduced momentum.
Finally, the LowGrav system proved the most challenging
to control due to the increase in the role of elastic energy
relative to that of gravity. Motion was much slower due to
both actuation and gravitation being weak, and the distance
traveled was comparatively short. Nonetheless, consistent
progress was achieved with reasonable precision. Training
on more capable systems appeared to provide only a
marginal improvement in performance, suggesting that the
limits here arise mainly due to vehicle capability rather than
from the role of exploration.

(d)
Figure 18. Ground track of the CoM while tracing a
meandering sequence of waypoints for 100s. Empty circles
indicate unmet or timed-out waypoints. The limited directional
options of QuickStep impede its progress. GPS-SyNC policies
achieve accurate path tracing on all systems. Fast continues far
out of frame (see Table 3), while LowGrav is slowed by the
reduced pace of both actuation and unstable motion.

reasonable success with Normal system parameters even
though the controller did not discover the possibility of Λ →
Prepared using sagej.cls

Figure 19. Snapshots of GPS-SyNC controller on Normal
system traversing Rough environment to the right. A moderate
amount of rotation in place occurred on the steepest feature
due to slippage.
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Figure 20. Example groundtracks for GPS-SyNC controller on Rough environment. Left, center, and right plots correspond to
Normal, Fast, and LowGrav systems. Performance above, at, below, and far below average is indicated by line colors green, blue,
magenta, and red.

Type
GPS-SyNC
GPS-SyNC
GPS-SyNC
GPS-SyNC
GPS-SyNC
GPS-SyNC

Train Sys
Normal
Fast
Fast
LowGrav
LGFast
Fast

Test Sys
Normal
Normal
Fast
LowGrav
LowGrav
LowGrav

Hits
9.5 ± 3.8
10.5 ± 3.9
25.8 ± 8.8
7.1 ± 3.2
8.4 ± 3.5
8.9 ± 3.5

Misses
1.1 ± 1.0
0.8 ± 0.9
0.5 ± 0.9
1.2 ± 1.0
1.0 ± 1.0
1.0 ± 0.9

Forward Speed
6.9 ± 15.4
8.8 ± 16.2
20.0 ± 29.1
6.1 ± 14.7
7.1 ± 13.7
7.1 ± 13.9

Lateral Speed
0 ± 18.0
0 ± 17.8
0 ± 32.1
0 ± 15.2
0 ± 13.2
0 ± 16.2

Λ→Λ
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
3.3%
5.6%
0.9%

Fig. 20
(a)
(b)
(c)

Table 4. Performance in Rough environment averaged over 64 trials of 100s duration, with 1σ uncertainty. Speeds are in cm/s. The
QuickStep controller cannot locomote in this environment and is omitted. Trends for GPS-SyNC remain unchanged: actuation
speed and gravity strength increase performance, and training on a more capable system than the test system is slightly beneficial.

7.2

Performance on Rough Terrain

Successful locomotion across a challenging feature of
the Rough environment is depicted in Fig. 19. Two
demonstrative path-following trials can be viewed in
Extension 1. Aggregate performance statistics are provided
in Table 4. The QuickStep controller is omitted as it is not
capable of traversing significantly uneven ground.
In comparison to Flat, performance on Rough is
diminished by a factor of about 2.5 due to the increased
challenge of the terrain. Relative variations between systems,
however, tell a similar story. Fast remains the most capable
and LowGrav the least, and controllers trained on more
capable systems than they were tested on again show a small
performance advantage. Instances of Λ → Λ transitions were
rare other than in the LowGrav case. This may largely be
due to the fact that the virtual edges of the vehicle are usually
relatively short, and are easily further reduced when their two
nodes are inside a concave terrain feature.
Figure 20 gives groundtracks for multiple trials with
each of the three simulated systems. These examples are
selected to represent the full range of performance for each
system, including some of the least successful trials. All
three systems successfully track the desired paths in most
cases, with overall speed and smoothness varying depending
upon the challenge of the terrain feature relative to the
vehicle’s orientation. Occasional significant deviations from
the path reveal limitations in the controllers’ capability to
arrest unwanted momentum, especially at steep drops.
In some cases, such as the red trajectories for Normal and
LowGrav or the magenta trajectory for Fast, a protracted
amount of time will be spent at a challenging uphill feature
Prepared using sagej.cls

before it is eventually overcome. These instances generally
include a combination of two phenomena: slippage, in which
the vehicle rotates in place due to insufficient traction, and
stuck states, where the controller is locked in an output
that does not produce motion in the current environment
context cx . The former case may spontaneously resolve when
an advantageous conact configuration eventually arises. The
latter case may resolve due to a combination of low-level
actuator noise and elastic effects perturbing the state, or
alternately when waypoint expiration perturbs the objective
context cy .

7.3

Performance on Slope Ascent

Finally, performance on Ascent is examined. Controllers
trained directly on this environment did not learn successful
uphill locomotion, likely due to the high degree of risk
associated with exploration and the relatively narrow scope
of behavioral options that achieve progress. In contrast, the
Rough environment contains features of widely varying
difficulty and has more limited consequences to unstable
motion in the wrong direction. As such, controllers trained on
Rough were found to be the most viable in testing on Ascent.
This implies that in a sense Rough functioned similarly
to curriculum training. It also ensured that a broad variety
of experiences were maintained throughout the training
progress rather than a narrowing of scope around the nominal
behavior. Snapshots of a successful trial on Ascent are shown
in Fig. 21, with video footage available in Extension 1.
Aggregate performance is analyzed using a sequence of 6
waypoints that advance directly up the slope, with random
offsets in the lateral direction. Mean inclinations of 20◦ , 25◦ ,
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Figure 21. Snapshots of GPS-SyNC controller on Normal
system traversing the rough 25-degree slope of the Ascent
environment to the right.
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Figure 23. Top-down view of the path of the center-of-mass
and the positions of the nodes of the bottom triangle, generated
by the GPS-SyNC controller on the Fast system and Flat
environment. Black lines and orange lines indicate cables and
virtual edges, respectively.

and 30◦ were tested. Fig. 22 provides the occurrence rates
of the final waypoint count over 64 trials, showing that all
systems perform well on the 20◦ incline. At 25◦ , the Fast
system successfully ascends the slope just above 80% of the
time, while the less capable systems succeed less than half of
the time. Fast was also tested on a 30◦ incline, reaching the
halfway point on 75% of attempts and succeeding on only
20%.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 22. Occurrence rate of total waypoint counts for 64 trials
on Ascent. Left: on a mean incline of 20◦ , all systems achieve
full ascent on most trials. Right: on a 25◦ incline, the Fast
system retains a high success rate while the less capable
systems more commonly get stuck or tumble backward.

Figure 24. Bottom triangle transition measurements collected
by GPS-SyNC controller on Fast system in Flat environment.
(a) Definition of position and angle values as the center of mass
passes over an edge of the convex hull. Occurrences of these
values are plotted for each transition type: (b) Λ → Λ, which is
not available to QuickStep, (c) Λ → ∆, and (d) ∆ → Λ.

7.4

that occurs due to turning. Distributions of these values for
the GPS-SyNC controller are far broader, suggesting the
active use of a wide swath of state space for adapting to the
objective context cy .
Adaptiveness to environmental variation cx can be
visualized by plotting the locations of the bottom triangle
nodes during locomotion as in Fig. 26. In the baseline
case of motion on Flat, the CoM experiences only mild
vertical movement relative to the bottom nodes. The Rough
environment shows not only vertical variation of the entire
vehicle along the path, but major changes in bottom node
height relative to the CoM on laterally varying terrain
features. Similar traits are seen on Ascent, with longer node
position paths corresponding to slippage seen primarily in
the latter half of the trajectory.
A final illustration of adaptiveness, shown in Fig. 25,
assesses variation of the vehicle shape. Because these data
are symmetry-reduced, each cable ID corresponds to a

Examining Adaptive Traits

Several analyses are available for revealing the adaptive
nature of the GPS-SyNC control policies applied above.
On the Flat environment, it was seen that the restrictive
options for transition geometries in the QuickStep controller
limited the precision of its directional control. An example
of highly variable transitions achieved with GPS-SyNC is
plotted in Fig. 23, which shows the geometry of the bottom
triangle in addition to the CoM path. For many transitions,
the CoM shadow passes close or almost directly over a
ground-contacting node and at variable angles relative to the
crossed edge, indicating the any-axis locomotion paradigm
depicted in Fig. 4(c).
A larger-scale analysis of this trait is given in Fig. 24,
which also provides definitions for two geometric measures
of a transition. The modest distributions of the QuickStep
controller indicate variation due to the interaction of passive
dynamics with the non steady-state nature of the motion
Prepared using sagej.cls
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Figure 25. Heat maps of commanded cable rest lengths, as a fraction of bar length b, after symmetry reduction. Left:
QuickStep-Flat, using a relatively small region of the control space. Center: GPS-SyNC-Flat using a greatly expanded region.
Right: GPS-SyNC-Rough using the broadest range of shapes.

8.1

Figure 26. Heights of the CoM and of the three nodes of the
bottom triangle as the Normal system locomotes with the
GPS-SyNC controllers. Top: Flat with little variation in bottom
node height relative to the CoM. Middle: Rough with substantial
variation. Bottom: Ascent with indications of slippage in the right
half of the dataset.

specific role, and no effect is introduced by the fact that a
given cable may play several roles as the vehicle reorients
itself. Within the QuickStep plot, the consistent instructions
per role are apparent as hot spots on the spectrum of possible
cable lengths. Moderate variation occurs on some entries
as locomotion reallocates roles among cables. Conversely,
during any-axis motion by the GPS-SyNC controller, each
role exercises a much broader set of possibilities. This
is exaggerated even further during locomotion on rough
terrain.

8

Hardware Results

This section describes the deployment of selected
GPS-SyNC policies, trained in simulation, on the hardware
prototype of the SBv2 robot (Vespignani et al. 2018b).
Hardware trials were executed at the NASA Ames
Roverscape facility on two types of environment: flat
ground, and a relatively smooth 15◦ slope of packed dirt.
Although a tether was utilized for convenience, the vehicle
is capable of untethered operation. Analysis was conducted
primarily via video footage.
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Policy Transfer

As described in Sec. 3, the policy output u is a set of
desired cable rest lengths, which motorized spools attempt
to satisfy via PID control. A linear first-order model was
used to approximate the relationship between spool rotation
and cable rest length, which was assumed to be identical for
all cables. This model was tuned by an expert user in order
to account for possible differences in cable elasticity and
attachment geometry relative to the simulated system. The
model does not account for the fact that the spooling rate
varies as layers of cable accumulate on the spool.
Detection of the bottom triangle µ could not be directly
computed due to the lack of positional sensing data. Instead,
it was identified using a k-nearest-neighbors classifier trained
on the data from accelerometers contained within the nodes.
This led to occasional discrepancies between simulation and
hardware values of µ, which initially resulted in control
chatter and stuck states. The NeighborTri Duplication
training strategy was developed to resolve this and succeeded
in simulation using synthetic error on µ; however, it failed on
hardware, likely due to interaction with other “reality gap”
effects. Instead, the output of the µ detector was not accepted
until the same value was reported consistently for a few time
steps in a row, resolving the chatter phenomenon.
The present hardware evaluation setup can extract
positional data from the external overhead video recordings,
but these data are not available in real time and are not
incorporated into the feedback process. Consequently, the
robot lacks a direct way to sense its direction of motion ν and
cannot apply the final step of the selection function, Eq. 10.
By training with the SameTri Duplication strategy, any
remapping index from Jµ will result in an equivalent action
on hardware and ν is not needed. The relative target direction
ĝ, however, is also unavailable. To avoid significant issues, a
constant value of ĝ was used rather than a waypoint system.
The vehicle-frame value was approximated by assuming that
the vehicle orientation did not change via deformation and
that transitions imparted a fixed-value change. This value
was based on rigid rotation of the neutral vehicle shape, with
the rotation edge inferred from the history of µ.

8.2

Results

During execution of trials for actuator calibration, the
variable types of transitions generated by the GPS-SyNC
policy were apparent. One such example in Fig. 27 shows
movement of the CoM directly over a lone contacting node,
an any-axis locomotive behavior (see Fig. 4(c) and Fig. 23).
This action was observed in multiple trials.
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Figure 28. An elevated perspective of a hardware trial is
spatially transformed into an overhead perspective. Colored
points indicate the detected locations of nodes that touch the
ground.

9
Figure 27. The hardware prototype SBv2 using GPS-SyNC
trained on Flat transitions over a single node, much like the
orange “any-axis” trajectory of Fig. 4(c) and the last three
events indicated in Fig. 23.

After calibration, five longer trials of the Flat policy
were executed on flat ground and recorded from an elevated
perspective. Each trial lasted roughly 60 to 75 seconds and
traveled about 8 meters using around 20 transitions. The
best-case trial matched the average simualted speed of 20
cm/s, and long sub-sequences of other trials also met or
exceeded this value. The overall average speed, however,
was reduced to 15 cm/s by occasional instances of delayed
transitions. These cases suggested that the shape embodied
on hardware did not displace the center-of-mass as much
as the same command issued in simulation, suggesting that
policy transfer may benefit from further calibration of the
software model and hardware actuation.
Figure 28 shows a top-down perspective of the progression
of ground-contacting node positions for one of the hardware
trials, whose raw footage is also available in Extension 1.
Positions are extracted based on a 5-meter square grid on
the ground, which also aids image transformation. The CoM
path is omitted as it cannot be reliably determined via this
image processing. Moderate drift in the direction of motion
occurs due to the approximated tracking of the forward
direction. In several occasions, additional nodes contact the
ground other than those of the bottom triangle. The exhibited
transitions mostly follow the standard ∆ → Λ → ∆ despite
significant occurrence of non-standard transitions in short
trials. This can likely be attributed to the necessary use of
a constant commanded direction; similar trials in simulation
typically settled into this pattern as well.
Lastly, a policy trained on the Rough environment was
executed on hardware to ascend a 15◦ slope. Footage of one
such trial can be viewed in Extension 1, while snapshots
of another are shown as a composite image in Fig. 29.
These reveal that the robot successfully ascends the slope
and frequently experiences highly deformed configurations
in doing so, along with occasional slippage of one or two
nodes of the bottom triangle. This is the first demonstration
of incline ascent on SUPERball hardware and, to the authors’
knowledge, the second demonstration on any 6-bar hardware
prototype after (Chen et al. 2017).
Prepared using sagej.cls

Discussion

This research effort has produced highly adaptive feedback
locomotion policies for a six-bar tensegrity rover via several
modifications to the Guided Policy Search method. In
contrast to the specialized transient or periodic behaviors
of past work, contextual and sustained nonperiodic behavior
was learned.
These outcomes were enabled by dropping the standard
reliance upon an apriori decomposition of data into local
regions. Computational feasibility of that change depended
on two reductions of the state description. Symmetry
reduction greatly decreased the state volume without loss
of information, while dimensionality reduction dropped
less fundamental state components such that surrogate
models were coarse but more broadly valid. The Gaussian
Mixture Model decomposed data while accounting for
contextual influences, such as contact modes, which are
least amenable to gradient descriptions. Although the
implemented reductions were specific to the vehicle,
similar steps could be taken for other high-dimensional,
underactuated soft robots, which may also exhibit significant
symmetry and dominant dynamical modes.

9.1

Further Considerations

Evaluations on a variety of environments and system
parameterizations revealed the overall success of the method
while also indicating some limitations. Adaptive behaviors,
such as rolling on an arbitrary axis, traversing rough
terrain, and ascending a steep slope had strong performance
when granted fast actuation. Although slower locomotion
is inevitable on the more slowly actuated system, its path
smoothness suffered even on the flat environment. There,
unstable motion cannot be outpaced by actuation but might
be avoided by, e.g., lowering the forward node before
shifting weight onto it. Such possibilities might require
unrealistic effort and accuracy to discover via gradient
updates. Reasoning about a deliberate change of contact
modes within this paradigm, furthermore, would only be
possible through painstaking reward shaping.
The final recourse for uncovering subtle behavioral
opportunities is increased exploration via control noise or, as
suggested in the analysis, by exaggerating the capabilities of
the vehicle. Due to the high dimensionality of the control,
this remains demanding in terms of data, especially in
very unstable regimes, such as the neighborhood of Λ →
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Figure 29. A composite of three snapshots as the hardware prototype SBv2 locomotes up a 15-degree slope using the
GPS-SyNC controller trained on the Rough simulation environment.

Λ transitions. The incorporated state reduction changes do
not eliminate this issue as it is still desired to fully exploit
the available control space. Control reduction via imposed
couplings, such as Central Pattern Generators, could lessen
demands but would require careful design to minimize loss
of useful capabilities. Lastly, the incorporation of newly
discovered behaviors into the updated policy would benefit
from explicit reasoning about which data should be included
in the training set, i.e., experience selection (De Bruin et al.
2018).

9.2

Reality Gap

Hardware trials indicated a good but imperfect transfer of
behavior from simulation to reality after moderate calibration
effort. The reality gap could likely be further narrowed with
additional effort upon physical parameter calibration for the
simulated system, a topic of ongoing investigation (Zhu
et al. 2018), as well as more detailed model formulations
for compliant contact and cable spooling. One appealing
possibility would be to execute the last few iterations of
the policy search using samples taken from hardware trials.
This approach, however, would require additional external
sensing to provide adequate data for fitting surrogate models
in the policy search C-Step, as well as a few hours worth of
hardware operation.
Other shortcomings, such as the need for the vehiclerelative target direction as a policy input, could only be
appropriately solved by integration with additional onboard
sensors. Environmental localization of this sort would likely
be provided by the integrated scientific payload on an
actual deployed mission. The intermittent incorporation of
positional data from such sources could also be used to
improve the quality of other state information available to
the policy.
Some aspects of modeling and hardware design, such
as the wear and tear induced upon cables, would require
further improvement before deploying hardware on very
rough terrain. Notably, the simulation environment utilized
does not account for interactions between cables and convex
terrain features. In reality, this would increase the tensile
force between connected nodes beyond what would be
expected based on their linear separation. Occurrence of such
cases might have poor observability through limited sensing
Prepared using sagej.cls

data. This phenomenon might be overcome through pure
robustness of the locomotive strategy, or otherwise through
the incorporation of additional sensors to directly report
tensile and contact forces.
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